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ABSTRACT:

Literature Review is an outline of all the information accessible on a particular subject till date. When you choose a research topic, the initial step is towards exploration and become familiar with the past research done on the subject. Literature review can be considered as the backbone on which the research concept stands as it provides the necessary context, reliability and the necessary background to the research idea. Thus, Literature review is one of the most critical parts of any research. In today’s scenario Work life balance and glass ceiling is a major concern for the women who have opted to come out of their domestic chores and have chosen to work outside. Competition and challenges in the organization demands the time of women which they actually wanted to devote to their families. This imbalance can also create Glass ceiling preventing women from climbing hierarchical ladder. Review of literature on work life balance and glass ceiling of women employees has been carried out keeping in mind the objectives of the study. The researcher has reviewed the previous literature on various aspects related to work life balance (WLB). Review on Glass Ceiling is also focused in this paper. The main purpose of this paper is to find out the gap and the need to conduct this research. The source of the study includes various Journals, reports, Books, Doctoral thesis, Internet sites and Magazines.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Literature review helps the researcher to identify the research gap, the objectives, hypothesis and methodology. In this study the researcher has made an attempt to review available literature in the light of research work of Work life balance and Glass ceiling. The main purpose of this paper is to highlight the existing study on work life balance and Glass ceiling. Present paper deals with available study on Demographic variables and work life balance, Family Related Variables and WLB, Work Related Variables and WLB, Work Family Conflict and WLB, WLB- Job stress, Job Satisfaction and Glass Ceiling.

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

1. To study the research carried out in relation with work life balance and Glass ceiling.
2. To Identify the Research Gap and methodology for further research.

1. DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES AND WORK LIFE BALANCE
A number of demographic variables, viz. gender, age, marital status, emotional intelligence, etc. affecting/related to work life balance/work family conflict have been studied and presented below.

**Table- 1 : Review on Demographic variables and Work Life Balance:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>CONTRIBUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Anitha and Muralidharan, (2014)</td>
<td>Studied that demographic factors like age, salary, educational qualification, experience, type of family and spouse working, have impact on work life balance and work related factors like target oriented work, working hours, extended benefits, means of transportation facility also have influence of level of work life balance of marketing professionals[1].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Smith &amp; Gardner, (2007)</td>
<td>Conducted a survey consisted of four sections covering WLB initiatives, organizational variables, outcome variables and demographic information. It has also found that there is lack of awareness about available work life balance initiatives in the department [2].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Higgins et al. (1994)</td>
<td>Examined the impact of gender and life cycle stage on three components of work family conflict (i.e. role overload, interference from work to family and interference from family to work). The results indicated significant differences for gender and life cycle. Women reported experiencing significantly greater role overload than men [3].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Loscocoo (1997) and Aryee et al. (1999b)</td>
<td>Found that there was gender asymmetry in the permeability of the boundaries between work and family lives. Family intruded more on work among women and work intruded more on family among men [4].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Milkie and Peltola (1999)</td>
<td>Found that women and men report similar levels of success in balancing work and family and kinds of work family tradeoff [5].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Carlson and Kacmar (2000)</td>
<td>Found that work centrality made a distinction to the way work-family strife was experienced. It was discovered that when work was exceptionally fundamental to the individual, predecessors from the family space significantly affected family impedance with work and when family was esteemed more, the work area 42 forerunners greatly affected work obstruction with family [6].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hill et al. (2001)</td>
<td>Revealed that gender orientation was not essentially related to work family adjust demonstrating that people report comparative dimensions of work family balance [7].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Wesley and Muthuswamy (2005)</td>
<td>They likewise did not discover any sex contrasts in the experience of work to family or family to work strife and contended 40 that it was on the grounds that the budgetary assets were currently being utilized to pay for the family unit exercises which prior ladies needed to do and additionally, men had additionally begun to share some work at home [8].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hsieh et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Researched the point of view of Taiwan inn administrators with respect to work-individual life equalization and its relationship to different statistic factors, for example, sexual orientation and conjugal status, and did not locate any noteworthy contrasts among male and female directors, nor there are any huge contrasts among wedded and unmarried male/female chiefs [9].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Grzywacz et al.</td>
<td>Their goal was to extend the comprehension of how culture adds to the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
event and outcomes of 39 work to family strife. The investigation assessed forecasts drawn from developing models underscoring the impact of social qualities, for example, community and sexual orientation belief system on work family struggle. It was discovered that outsider Latinos revealed rare work and family strife [10].

Additionally discovered that women experienced fundamentally higher family obstruction with work in contrast with men. Anyway there were no noteworthy contrasts among people in the experience of work obstruction with family [11].

All in their study have pointed that Manager’s supports, supervisor support both play important role in enabling WLB initiatives. Increasing participation of women in technical, professional, and managerial positions has also been accompanied by a steady growth in dual-earner families [12, 13, 14, and 15].

According to them participation of women in the work force in gender neutral industries is improved by diversity and inclusiveness policy [16].

Has stressed that when work does not permit women to take care of their family, they feel unhappy, disappointed and frustrated. They draw tight boundaries between work and family and they do not like one crossing the other [17].

Consider three distinct sets of measures of work-life balance, viz. proportion of free time, the overlap of work and other dimensions of life, and the time spent with other people [18].

Review have highlighted other issues such as age, gender, life-cycle stage, ethnicity, citizenship and childcare arrangements which also merit attention [19].

### 2. FAMILY RELATED VARIABLES AND WORK LIFE BALANCE

Family related variables such as spouse support, spouse work hours, couple’s employment status, number of children, parental responsibilities and home responsibilities have been studied and presented below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>CONTRIBUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Allen. (2001)</td>
<td>Explained how the components of a family supportive work environment can impact employee job behaviors and attitudes [20].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Grzywacz et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Found greater skill variety to be correlated with more work to family conflict [21].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Butler et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Reported that high level of daily control over work was associated with decrease in daily level of work family conflict and increase in daily level of work family facilitation [22].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mayo et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Suggested that high control over tasks can help achieve a good work life balance as it is an affective organizational practice that can provide managers with coping resources [24].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Schieman and Galvin (2008)</td>
<td>Also found negative association of job autonomy with work to home conflict [25].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. WORK RELATED VARIABLES AND WORK LIFE BALANCE:

Relationship between work related variables, viz. task variety, task autonomy, task complexity, role conflict, work schedule flexibility, number of hours worked and work life balance/work family conflict have been studied and presented below:

Table- 3: Review on Work Related Variable and Work Life Balance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Greenhaus et al., (2002); Haar et al., (2014).</td>
<td>Empirical evidence shows that both types of conflict can have a negative effect on work and family life, and that this in turn influences physical health and psychological well-being [35, 36].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(1989) work family conflict among two career couples. The results showed that work role stressors (role conflict and role ambiguity) accounted for a significant portion of the variance in time based and strain based conflict for both men and women. The task characteristics (autonomy and complexity) were found to be associated with work family conflict and were somewhat stronger for women than for men [37].

2 White et al. (2003) Analyzed the effect of selected high performance practices (appraisal systems, group-working practices and performance related pay) and working hours on work-life balance. The results showed that negative job-to-home spillover increased with additional hours worked and to a similar degree for both men and women [38].

3 Voydanoff (2004) Developed a model the outcomes demonstrated that time based requests (work hours and additional work without notice) and strain based requests (work uncertainty and time weight) are decidedly connected with work to family strife [39].

4 Frye and Breaugh (2004) Family amicable strategies and answering to a strong administrator were found to have negative relationship with work-family struggle while hours worked was emphatically related concerning family-work strife, answering to a steady boss was prescient of such clash and was adversely identified with such clash [23].

5 Macky and Boxall (2008) Announced that representatives working longer hours are marginally bound to report a more noteworthy awkwardness in the work life relationship. Five high association factors (for example capacity to settle on choice and act self-sufficiently, data arrangement, rewards, information of the activity and group working) were observed to be contrarily corresponded to work life irregularity [40].

6 Mayo et al. (2008) Inspected the impacts of calendar control and occupation self-rule on two types of work home job obscuring: accepting business related contact outside of ordinary work hours and bringing work home. It was discovered that plan control and occupation self-rule were related all the more decidedly with work home job obscuring in the structure getting business related contact, and these examples were a lot more grounded for men [41].

7 Steiber (2009) Discovered that time sensitive work requests were firmly connected with the experience of work-family strife both among ladies 51 and men. Long working hours, working non-day plans or at ends of the week and staying at work past 40 hours at short notice ('unusual work hours') demonstrated a disturbing impact on strife, with long and unsocial hours being more emphatically identified with time based clash than to strain based clash [42].

8 Drew and Murtagh (2005) Analyzed the experience and mentality of female and male ranking directors towards work life balance. The investigation was embraced in a noteworthy Irish association, for which work life balance was a vital corporate target. The finding of the investigation was that most prominent snag to accomplishing work life balance was simply the "extended periods of time" culture, in which profiting oneself of adaptable alternatives (for example strategic scheduling/telecommuting) is incongruent with holding a senior administration post [43].

9 Butler et al. (2005) Studied 91 guardians utilized in non-proficient occupations for 14
days about their activity attributes and work family strife. Results demonstrated that there was critical day by day variety in work to family struggle (WFC) and work to family assistance (WFF) that was unsurprising from day by day work qualities. More prominent every day requests were related with increment in day by day dimensions of WFC and higher 47 dimensions of day by day control at work were related with abatement in day by day dimensions of WFC [22].

10 Schieman and Glavin (2008) Inspected the impacts of calendar control and occupation self-rule on two types of work home job obscuring: accepting business related contact outside of ordinary work hours and bringing work home. It was discovered that plan control and occupation self-rule were related all the more decidedly with work home job obscuring in the structure getting business related contact, and these examples were a lot more grounded for men [25].

11 Todd (2004) Has found that unsupportive managers, heavy workloads and corporate cultures that promote long hours of work are all contributors to the prevalence of work-life conflict [44].

12 Sonia Delrose Noronha et al (2017) Have studied about the legal and policy framework for achieving work life balance in organizations and have stated the advantages from the work life balance practices to the organizations, employees and families [78].

### 4. WORK FAMILY CONFLICT AND WORK LIFE BALANCE:

The following literatures are reviewed in the blight of Work Family Conflict and Work Life Balance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>CONTRIBUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kinnunen and Mauno (2007)</td>
<td>Gathered information from an example of 501 representatives working in four associations, i.e., city and social medicinal services, producing for fares, a bank and a general store. The outcomes demonstrated that obstruction from work to family was more pervasive than impedance from family to work among both genders. Notwithstanding, there were no sexual orientation contrasts in encountering either work to family or family to work struggle [45].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Baral (2010)</td>
<td>In an investigation of 485, 37 representatives working in differed associations in India found that working people in India experience more work family improvement than the work family struggle. It was additionally discovered that there were no sexual orientation contrasts in the representative view of work family enhancement [46].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wesley and Muthuswamy (2005)</td>
<td>In an investigation of 230 educators in a building school in Coimbatore, India, found that work to family strife was more pervasive than family to work struggle, accordingly demonstrating that penetrability of work into family was more than porosity of family into work [8].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Frye and Breaugh (2004)</td>
<td>They tried a model of precursors (utilization of family amicable strategies, chiefs support, number of hours worked, having tyke care duty) and outcomes (occupation and family fulfillment) of work-family struggle and family work strife. It was discovered that the quantity of work hours, the utilization of family-accommodating strategies and answering to a steady chief were prescient of work-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Struggle [23]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gutek et al. (1991)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directed an examination utilizing two separate examples of utilized individuals with families, an efficiently chosen test of analysts and a volunteer example of supervisors. The results showed that the two kinds of saw work family strife (work impedance with family and family obstruction with work) were unmistakably distinct and generally autonomous of one another. The general population saw less family obstruction with work than work impedance with family [47].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Frone et al. (1997)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Examined the integrative model of work family interface using a sample of 372 employed adults who were married and/or parents, the findings supported the indirect reciprocal relation between work to family and family to work conflict. Family to work conflict was found to have indirect influence on work to family conflict [48].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Williams and Alliger (1994)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Found that work interfered with family more than family interfered with work in a study of 41 full time working parents [49].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Eagle et al. (1997)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Found that work and family boundaries were asymmetrically permeable with work to family conflict being significantly more prevalent than family to work conflict [50].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Grzywacz and Marks (2000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Built up an extended conceptualization of the work family interface and distinguished noteworthy corresponds of various components of work family overflow. The investigation utilized the information from utilized grown-ups taking an interest in the National Survey of Midlife Development in the United States (N = 1,986). The discoveries demonstrated that work and family factors that encouraged advancement (choice scope, family support) were related with more positive and increasingly positive overflow among work and family [21].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pleck et al. (1980)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In a review investigation of laborers found that considerable minority of specialists living in families experienced clash among work and family life. Guardians detailed more clash than different couples. Explicit working conditions, for example, exorbitant hours at work, planning and physically or mentally requesting were related with encountering work family strife, which thus was identified with lessened employment fulfillment and happiness with life when all is said in done [51].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Kim and Ling (2001)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Considered the sources and kinds of work family strife among 102 wedded Singapore ladies business people. The predecessors examined included work hours, work plan rigidity, work stressors, number and time of kids and family support. The results examined included employment fulfillment, life fulfillment and conjugal fulfillment. Results showed that number of hours worked, work stressors (job struggle and stresses over money related strength of business) and work routine firmness were emphatically identified with work-family strife [52].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Luk and Shaffer (2005)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Created and tried an extended model of the work family interface that considered both inside and crosswise over space effects on struggle exuding from the work and family areas. The aftereffects of the investigation on 248 couples with youngsters demonstrated that work space stressors, i.e., time responsibility to work and work job desires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were huge positive indicators of work obstruction with family (WIF) [53].

13 Kinnunen and Mauno (2007) Analyzed the commonness, forerunners and results of work family struggle. Family area factors (nearness of kids and business status of companion) basically disclosed the family to work strife and clarified 9% of change for men and 22% for ladies. Work space factors (all day work, poor administration relations and low dimensions of professional stability) were observed to be the best indicators of work to family strife, yet just for ladies. Family to work struggle was found to have negative results on family prosperity, and work to family strife on the prosperity at home just as at work [54].

14 Keene and Quadagno (2004) Inspected two issues, the connections of work qualities, family attributes, and work family overflow to view of work family parity and models of gender orientation distinction versus 'sex similitude' utilizing 1996 General Social Survey (GSS), and 1992 National Study of the Changing Work Force (NSCW). The GSS examination showed that work requests, for example, the quantity of 59 hours worked every week and work overflow into family life were the most remarkable indicators of sentiments of lopsidedness for ladies and men, loaning backing to sex closeness demonstrate [55].

15 Grzywacz et al. (2007) Found that both the level and the antecedents of work to family conflict differed by gender. Greater physical workload as well as more frequent awkward postures and repetitive movements were correlated with greater work to family conflict among women. For men, greater skill variety and greater psychological demands were correlated with more work to family conflict [10].

5. WORK LIFE BALANCE, JOB STRESS AND JOB SATISFACTION :
The following literatures are reviewed in the context of Work Life Balance and Job stress and Job Satisfaction.

Table – 5 : Review on Work life balance and Job stress and Job satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>CONTRIBUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kumar (2011)</td>
<td>Their investigation featured the issues associated with work life parity of ladies in an instructive organization and the elements that decide work life balance. The board of instructive foundations should be aware of this status of working ladies and occasionally audit the status. They can make strong condition to assist these ladies with achieving work life balance. Besides, ecological coordinating calls for orchestrating the physical workplace with individual worker's needs and goals to give them better nature of work life [56].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rajendran&amp; Theiler (2012).</td>
<td>Due to the well-documented relationship between stress and health, the influence of job stress on wellbeing was also investigated wherein perceived job stress (threat and pressure-type stressors) was found associated with poorer work-life balance, and increased conflict between academics' work and personal lives. Perceived job threat-type stress made a stronger contribution and was a significant predictor of work-life balance and work-life conflict scores, than perceived job pressure-type stress. Perceived job threat-type stress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
among academics was also a significant predictor and associated with poorer wellbeing and increased ill-being, but perceived job pressure-type stress was not related to academics’ wellbeing or ill-being [57].

3 Miryala & Nagapriya (2012) Featured the need of receiving work life balance arrangements for instructors educating at various dimensions. In light of the diverse components particularly with reference to government and private establishment instructors, the examination proposed an appropriate approach for work life balance. Since Quality of work life has direct relates with expense caused on representatives whether by inflow or outpouring, with learning leave an organization, the ramifications for the organization go a long ways past the generous expenses of enrolling and coordinating substitutions and there is a noteworthy monetary effect when an association loses any of its basic workers, particularly given the information that is lost with the representatives’ flight [58].

4 Zedeck (1992) Hypothesized that high levels of perceived job pressure stress and job threat stress would predict increased levels of work-life conflict, and decreased levels of work-life balance [59].

5 Fisher (2000) Studied several hypothesized relationships between standard measures of job satisfaction and real time effect while working. She found that there are significant correlations between affect measure and job satisfaction. Additionally, she suggests that the organisation should try to improve the emotions and moods of their employees at work which may pay off in better job attitudes [60].

6 Punia & Khosla (2009) Found that in the education sector collaboration strategy is used in majority dimensions of organisational role stress which signifies that in this sector people wish to remain conflict and stress free as it is directly linked with the teacher performance in and outside the classroom which are part and parcel of their organisational environment [61].

7 Fatima & Sahibzada (2012) Explored the determinants of work and life imbalance with respect to male and female university teachers and viewed that partner support, colleague support and job resources are positively associated with the work life balance whereas unfair criticism at job is negatively associated with work life balance The variables, partner support, childcare responsibilities, elder dependency, and colleagues support have different effect when analyzed by male and female university teachers as independent variables[62].

8 Nadeem & Abbas (2009) Conducted a study in Pakistan to analyze the relationship between work life and job satisfaction. Data is collected from 157 employees of public and private sector through questionnaire. Data is analyzed through Correlation, Regression and Descriptive analysis. The research results indicate that work overload does not influence job satisfaction and there is a positive relationship exists between Job autonomy and job satisfaction [63].

9 Fatima & Rehman (2012) Conducted research to examine role ambiguity and role conflict effect on employee’s job satisfaction as well as leaving intention. Data is gathered from 120 teachers from Rawalpindi and Islamabad universities in Pakistan. SPSS and Regression Analysis are used to analyze the data. The results indicate that job role conflict and role
ambiguity are negatively related to job satisfaction and positively related to job leaving intentions [64].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>CONTRIBUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Gayathiri &amp; Ramakrishnan (2013)</td>
<td>Conducted study to investigate the concept of quality of work life and to analyze nature of relationship it have with job satisfaction. The result indicates that the concept of work life quality is multidimensional and it influence employee’s use of skills, knowledge, relationship with other and professional interaction and collaboration. Positive relationship exists between job satisfaction and quality of work [65].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Yadav &amp; Dabhade (2013)</td>
<td>Conducted research to analyze the relationship that exists between work life balance and job satisfaction of the working women. Sample is collected from education sector and banking sector. Data is collected from 150 women employees 75 women from each sector. Authenticity of data is analyzed through application of standard deviation. The results indicate that work life balance and job satisfaction share significant relationship [66].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. GLASS CEILING:

The glass ceiling issues have been widely studied by researchers around the world. Most studies of glass ceiling have been discussed below.

**Table- 6 : Review on Glass Ceiling**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>AUTHOR</th>
<th>CONTRIBUTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Rivers, Caryland Rosalind C. Barnett (2013)</td>
<td>Have also argued that gender discrimination has evolved into subtle manifestations. According to them “It has simply gone underground, where it is more subtle, harder to spot, and often more dangerous than the old in-your-face bias” [67].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sandberg Sheryl (2013)</td>
<td>Also exhorts women managers to ask for their rights. According to her women tend to react emotionally to situations where cool practical reasoning is required. She advises women not to feel shy to ask – whether for pay raises or challenging assignments. Indeed her advice to women is to ‘lean into’ their careers. Sandberg herself chief operating officer of the social networking site Facebook has become a role icon for those wishing to succeed in the industry. Women increasingly are said to be trying to emulate her. The tremendous impact that she has made is often referred to as the ‘Sandberg Effect [68].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shambaugh, Rebecca (2008)</td>
<td>Calls attention to that however measurably 33% of Fortune 500 managers are women yet women speak to scarcely five percent of the top workers among officials. As indicated by Rebecca Shambaugh, the explanation behind this 37 inconsistency is simply the low regard of ladies themselves. For Shambaugh the genuine obstruction to ladies’ headway isn't a glass ceiling rather it is that ladies force profession hinders upon themselves that keep them from climbing [69].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Reskin and Padavic (1994)</td>
<td>Have suggested that glass ceiling applies to women of all classes, as well as in the case of minorities of both sexes (1994: 82). If the barriers on the advancement of women are uniform throughout a career then that is gender discrimination and not specifically glass ceiling discrimination [70].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Wright and Baxter (2000)</td>
<td>Have looked at differential rate of promotions on the job as the determining feature of a glass ceiling. In a response to critics Erik Olin Wright of the University of Wisconsin-Madison and Janeen Baxter of the University of Queensland, strongly defend their choice of inequality in promotion chance as the defining attribute of the glass ceiling. According to them women in management regularly face obstacles to promotions and some of these obstacles are in the form of direct discrimination while others are built into the institutional structure and social environment. Further, women face disadvantage with regard to choice of job, salary, and prestige [71].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ferree and Purkayastha (2000) and Wright and Baxter (2000)</td>
<td>Trust that the term assigns a specific example of progressively dispersed disservice. It is a direct result of this that proper criteria should be built up for distinguishing it. They have contended that the discriminatory limitation ought to be recognized through escalated segregation at the larger amounts of administrative chains of importance as opposed to just the aggregate impact of persistent separation in advancement crosswise over different dimensions of administrative progressions [72].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Baxter Janeen(2000)</td>
<td>From the University of Tasmania and Erik Olin Wright of the University of Wisconsin–Madison, has examined the glass ceiling metaphor, both in its literal narrow sense, as well as in a more general sense pertaining to a series of blockades to a woman’s career growth because she is a woman, to see if it is globally rampant and applicable. As indicated by the creators &quot;general-case&quot; biased based impediment theory expresses that it is more diligently for ladies than men to be get advancements to achieve upward dimensions of power chains of command inside work environments and that the troubles in profession that ladies face with respect to men additionally increment as they climb the stepping stool. At the end of the day segregation in advancements dependent on sexual orientation turns out to be increasingly extraordinary at larger amounts of the activity progression [73].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Lerner Helene (2006)</td>
<td>Cases to be a &quot;simple guide&quot; for ladies to push forward in their professions. This book offers a guide for going out on a limb to accomplish profession objectives. She has laid out six 'activity steps' which uncover how through going for broke convenient choices and determined dangers a lady can make a &quot;sure jump&quot; to progress. The book describes examples of overcoming adversity of fruitful ladies daring individuals. As indicated by Lerner, ladies need to figure out how to actualise their actual potential and improve their confidence through cognizant exertion on their part [74].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Stone Pamela (2008)</td>
<td>Investigates the wonder of ladies relinquishing their professions when they are doing admirably in their vocations. As per Stone the genuine motivation behind why ladies frequently 'pick' to exit their professions is on the grounds that in reality they are left with no other decision. It is their endeavor to determine the situation of their numerous requesting duties. She additionally holds the &quot;privatized&quot; family units in charge of this emergency. Examining the circumstances of fruitful ladies who quit their professions, Stone sees that quitting is the aftereffect of push and draw factors – being pushed by the work showcase and pulled by the family – the lady is left with no decision however to pick 42 out. Stone inclinations the requirement for elective definitions for profession to take into its overlay the various jobs that a lady needs to execute. Johnson (2008) gives functional proposals for how ladies could get through the unattainable rank.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Johnson calls attention to that just seven of the Fortune 500 organizations have a lady as CEO or President, and about 20 percent of them don't have any ladies whatsoever in upper administration. Johnson's recommendation is intended for ladies who are not making progress in their vocations or are simply starting their professions. As per her, ladies ought to figure out how to stand up for themselves and be open to change. The book has parts with snappy titles, for example, "The Alphas and the Betas: Personality Types," "A Feminist Says What?" and so forth which outline ventures for ladies to prevail in their vocations [75].

10 Mullany, Louise (2011) Says that disregarding the advances made by ladies in different callings that were beforehand the male area, they are yet unfit to break discriminatory constraint like hindrances in the advancement of their profession. Mullany takes a gander at the transaction among language and sexual orientation in the working environment. She looks at how people use language distinctively to arrange work environment substances [76].

11 Austin, Linda (2001) Argues that the reason so few women are to be found in top managerial or professional positions is what she calls the “self-imposed” “psychological glass ceiling” that influences the decisions of women including those pertaining to their careers. Austin then goes on to enumerate eight “life-defining choices” that according to her determine the “ultimate level” of accomplishment of a woman in the organisation. According to the author the reason most women are under achievers in the workplace is due to restraints that women place upon themselves in order to conform to the wider social expectations of them. This according to the author is a psychological glass ceiling, which influences every decision women make in their lives [77].

12 Noronha, S., & Aithal, P.S (2016) In their study have attempted to examine if there exist any discrimination in Indian political situation and furthermore tried to discover the conditions required for ladies to get such positions.

7. CONCLUSION:

The study conclusively shows that work-life balance is skewed towards work and less in personal aspects of employees. Employees thus are compromising on their personal time for completion of work related tasks which disturbs the work-life balance. Research studies suggest that work-life balance may vary at different stages in life cycle of an individual’s career life. Hence organisations are expected to have flexible and open minded approach for ensuring the right balance. In my further study, it is hoped that developing a new work–life balance scale, examining the relationships of this concept to conflict and life satisfaction variables, and comparing glass ceiling problems with men and women will contribute to the work–life balance literature and will pioneer other studies to be carried out in this field in Indian context. The existing body of literature shows that the techniques such as correlation coefficient, Regression Analysis, Descriptive statistics, Factor analysis, Anova, chi-square test are majorly used to examine relationship between demographic, Variables, family related variables, work related variables, work family conflict, Job stress, Job satisfaction and Glass ceiling.
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